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On the Floating-tissue of Neseea verticillata (L.), H.B.K. 
BY JOSEPHI SCHRENK. 

Plates XCV-XCVII. 

Nes&ca ver/ici/lata grows in stout clumps along the swampy 
borders of our ponds and lakes. In the months of July and 
August many of the slender, wand-like stems sent up by the 

root-stock have attained a considerable length (frequently six or 

eight feet), and begin to bend downward by their weight, until 
the apex of the stem touches the surface of the water, when it 
curves upward again (Plate XCV). Very soon we notice a swell- 
ing around the stem at the region of contact between stem and 

water, about io mm. below the apex. The apex continues to 
grow more or less rapidly, while the swelling belowv it increases 
and extends over a distance of from 20 to 40 cm. (Fig. i). 

Simple roots now make their appearance on the lowe-r side of the 
internodes lying on the water, whiclh keep growing straight 
downward, sometimes to a remarkable length, until, at last, they 
reach the bottom and penetrate into the ground, that portion of 

the stem over which the swelling has extended remaining 
floating on the water. 

Meanwhile the epidermis of the stern, at this region, shows 

longitudinal fissures, and a snowy white, soft, elastic, spongy 
tissue is seen underneath. At a more advanced stage the roots, 
having taken a firm hold of the muddy ground, draw the inter- 
nodes at which the swelling first appeared down into the water, 
and the swelling gradually extends over those parts of the stem, 
both towards the parent rootstock and the apex, which are com- 
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pelled to follow the rooting internodes down into the water. 
The formation of the spongy layer surrounding the immersed 
parts of the plant continues, until in many stems its thickness 
amounts to I5 mm. and sometimes even more. The greatest 
thickness is always found at the place at which the swelling 
started, i.e., in older plants nearest the bottom. Upwards its 
thickness diminishes until it disappears entirely at the surface of 
the water. The fissures in the outer bark have, by this time 
become more numerous, and it adheres to the underlying white 
tissue only loosely in long shreds, or is thrown off altogether. 

The white spongy mass itself can be easily separated from 
the woody part of the stem. On a cross-section numerous con- 
centric layers can be distinctly noticed even with the naked eye; 
however they are not separable from one another tangentially, 
while it is quite easy to tease apart the tissue in thin strips both 
in a transverselv and longitudinally radial direction. On older 
stems, or when dry, it assumes a light yellowish brown color, 
retaining its spongy appearance and elasticity. 

Under the microscope we find that this tissue consists of 
parenchvmatic cells of peculiar shape and arrangement. Each of 
the concentric layers we distinguished with the naked eye or 
with the aid of a magnifying glass, represents a floor built of 
cells of equal height but irregular outline, with numerous inter- 
cellular spaces between them (Figs. 5 anid 7). From many of 
these cells, placed at irregular intervals, arise slender columns of 
equal height supporting a ceiling which is of the same structure 
as the floor and which serves as a floor for another tier of col- 
umns carrying another ceiling, etc. The further these tiers or 
stories are removed from the woody part of the stein the larger 
are the intercellular spaces in the floors, until their cells, having 
all become quite elongated, form a sort of lattice-work, laterally 
bracing up the vertical rows of columns (Fig. 7). The shafts 
of the columns are simply outgrowths of the basal cells on which 
they stand, so that a longitudinal radial section of such a cell has 
the appearance of an inverted T with a very long stem. The 
average length of the columns is 320 ,u and their width 32 vu. 

The walls of these cells are very thin and consist of cellulose; 
they contain a delicate lining of protoplasm, in which slow, but 
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distinct currents may be noticed, and also small rounded starch- 
grains. The numerous intercellular spaces are filled with air, 
which makes the tissue appear white. it clings very tenaciously 
to the outside of the cell-walls, which form a complicated system 
of capillary tubes, but is easily driven out when thin sections are 
immersed in alcohol for a short time. 

The manner, time and place of origin of this tissue, and the 
presence of a great amount of air in it, seem to leave no doubt 
that its function is to keep the apex of the stem from sinking 
below the surface of the water, and to keep the stem afloat so 
that it can continue its growth in the air and sunshine, while at 
the same time, by sending roots through the water down into the 
soil, it can establish itself as an independent individual for the 
next season. In the fall, after the seeds have become ripe, the 
long, slender stems die, except those portions that have produced 
the floating tissue around them and have rooted in the mud. 
The dead stems being very brittle, easily break off and soon dis- 
appear. 

The new root-stock thus established, sometimes at consider- 
able distance from the mother plant, has developed a woody zone 
several times as thick as that of the slender stem of which it was 
a part. All the wood-cells, both of parenchymatic and prosen- 
chymatic form, are densely packed with reserve starch; the grains 
are of a very characteristic elongated ellipsoidal form, from 8 to 
i6 a long and I to 2 A wide. Calcium oxalate is found in the 
pith and bark in almost all its forms; there are raphides, rhom- 
bic prisms, and globular conglomerations of crystals. The 
presence of a tannin is demonstrated by the black stains invari- 
ably appearing on the razor used to make sections. 

The development of the floating tissue is as interesting as its 
function. When we examine the top of a stem soon after it has 
touched the water, we find that, about one or two millimeters 
from the apex, a large-celled central pith is surrounded by a cir- 
cle of fibro-vascular bundles each containing a few annular and 
spiral ducts and, on the peripheral side, some tender cribrose 
tubes with horizontal sieve-plates; no bast elements can be de- 
tected as yet. The primary bark consists of rounded cells which, 
even at this early stage, have rather large intercellular spaces 
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between them. It is enclosed by an epidermnal layer of oblong 
cells, and a subepidermal ring resembling collenchyma. A little 
farther downward, about 8 mm. from the apex, the most impor- 
tant change to be noticed is the development of cribrose tissue 
on the centripetal side of the fibro-vascular bundles. (Later on 
some much elongated sclerenchymatic cells surround the bicol- 
lateral bundles on their inner side). In the secondary bark 
bundles of young bast-fibres are detected. In the primary bark 
large air-spaces, much elongated in the direction of the axis, have 
been formed by the separation of the parenchyma cells. 

The development of the different tissues continuies in the 
manner indicated, and on cross-sections about 8 cm. from the 
apex, where the swelling of the stem is just about noticeable, we 
find the primnary bark traversed longitudinally by ntumerous 
air-channels resembling those of so many aquatic plants (ch. 
figs. 2, 3, 4, 6, 7). Sometimes the cells of this lacunar bark 
elongate so much, especially in a radial direction, and their con- 
nection becomes so loose, that it resembles, to some extent, the 
floating-tissue described above. 

At the inner border of the primary bark is a ring of isolated 
groups of typical bast-fibres surrounding the phloem, (bf. Figs. 2, 
3, 4,) and in the narrow zone of parenchyma between the bast-fibre 
bundles and the groups of sieve-tubes we meet with a new tissue- 
element. Many of these parenchyma cells have been divided by 
a tangential partition (m. Fig. 2) at first an irregular interrupted 
ring of meristem is formed, then the gaps are gradually filled up, 
and a closed ring is developed between the cribrose zone and the 
groups of bast-bundles, very much resembling the secondary 
phellogenetic layer of many barks, (m. Figs. 3, 4, 5). This 
meristem at first produces, in a centrifugal order, a few rows of 
oblong, flat cells. In the outer rows the cells soon become 
rounded off at the longitudinal edges so that most of them cohere 
only slightly along the middle of their tangential surfaces. Now, 
here and there, a cell in the outermost row begins to bulge out 
in the middle of its outer tangential wall, thus producing a short 
pillar that presses against the cells situated still farther toward 
the periphery (1. Figs. 3, 4). The same change takes place in 
the layer underneath, toward the initial meristem. Each cell 
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directly under the one that produced the pillar-like process sends 
out a similar excrescence (fl. Fig. 3), and by the united pressure 
of all the rising columns the cells of the outermost row are sep- 
arated from the laver underneath, are raised in a body, and now 
form a kind of ceiling supported by the numerous rapidly 
elongating columns inserted in the floor consisting of the cells of 
the next iliner layer (Figs. 3, 4, 5, 7). This process is repeated 
with the third and all the successive layers pushed outward by 
the activity, of the meristemr, so that in a short time this tissue 
assumes the characteristic appearance described above. The 
loosening and raising of the various layers does not take place all 
around the stem at the same time, but only over a limited area 
in the centre of which the columns become tallest, so that an 
arched ceiling is formed. Then another contiguous arch arises 
leaning against some portion of the former, etc., consequently 
the arrangement of the layers is not strictly concentric. 

The cells outside of this newly formed tissue are, of course, at 
once affected by the increasing outward pressure. The bast- 
bundles with the lactinar primary bark are raised (Figs. 3, 4) and 
forcibly torn away from their connection with the phloem part of 
the stem. The loosely cohering parenchyma cells of the outer 
bark cannot resist the radial pressure, it is burst open longitudi- 
nally in different places, and either adheres in narrow strips to 
the floating tissue, or is thrown off. The bast- fibres are either 
pushed outward, retaining their connection as entire buindles, or, 
by the unequal pressure of the elongating columnar cells they 
are separated from one another and are found scattered about 
among the outer layers of the floating tissue, or else are thrown 
off with the primary bark. 

The floating tissue usually accommodates itself to the increase 
of the circumference by the tangential elongation of the cells 
forming the successive " floors." Frequentlv, however, it is rent 
by longitudinal clefts similar to those appearing in the old bark 
of trees. The structure of this tissue is often quite intricate, for 
besides the " floor-beams " placed in various directions within 
the same horizontal plane, parallel to the surface, there are 
numerous strands of elongated cells running obliquely across 
several tiers (Fig. 7) connecting and bracing them like the lattice 
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work of large iron girders, all of which accounts for its remark- 
able elasticity and strength. 

These microscopic examinations were commenced in the 
month of April, when Mr. J. W. Martens of this Club was kind 
enough to collect some material for me at Lake Mohegan. Dur- 
ing the summer I had occasion to observe the habit of the plant, 
especially at Duck Harbor Pond (Wayne Co., Pa.), and in August 
the microscopic work was finished and the conclusions in regard 
to the function of the tissue described were reached. Since that 
time, through the courtesy of Dr. Schenck, of Bonn, I have receiv- 
ed his " Habilitationsschrift " " On the Aerenchyma," *etc. In this 
elaborate paper 34 species of plants mostly tropical, growing in 
swamps, are described and discussed, all of wlhich produce a tissue, 
called by Schenck "aerenchyma," identical with, or similar to 
that of our Nesoa, which is also mentioned in an appendix as 
possessing aerenchyma of the same structure and origin as 
)ussica, but is not individually described. In the introduction 

to the article the literature of this tissue is mentioned,t and it 
appears that as early as i866 Martins described the " racines 
aeriferes" of some species of jzzssicea, while in i888 Scott and 
Wager gave a full account of the histology and development of 
this tissue in the floating roots of Sesbania aculeata,. 

As to the function of the tissue Schenck comes to the con- 
clusion that, as the aerenchyma is produced in plants belonging 
to widely separated families, but all living under similar con- 
ditionis, it must assume, in all the cases mentioned, the same 
physiological task; furthermore, that the aerenchyma is a tissue 
which facilitates the respiration of plant-organs growing in the 
water or mud, by fiurnishing them with oxygen which is trans- 
mitted from the outside medium through the aerenchyma cells 
to the interior tissues. After discussing the opinions of some 
authors that the tissue in questioni might serve as a floating ap- 
parattis, Schenck repeats his assertion that a tissue which is 

* Pritigsheim's Jahrb. xx. pp. 526-574. 

f C/za7r/s JJartins,...sur les racines a6rif6res, etc. M6mn. Acad. Sc. Montpelliei, 
iS66.-S. Rosanoff, ... Schwimm organe voni Desmailzltus nalte,s, Bot. Ztg. 1871, 
p. 829.-N. Lewakoffsky, Ueber den Einfl. d. Wassers, etc. Ref. Jnist, I873, p. 
594.-K. Perseke, Dissertation, Leipzig 1877.-S(ott andcl Wager, On the float- 
ing roots of Sesbaizii aculeata. Annals. Bot. i. i888. 
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always so uniformly constructed must also always perform 
the same principal function; he admits, however, that the buoy- 
ancy of the floating organs may be increased by this tissue, but 
does not depend upon it. 

1 am not prepared to enter into a discussion of the general 
function of the " aerenchyma "-which term is, at all events, a 
very significant one-but must add the result of some observa- 
tions, referring to Neswa onily, made with particular regard to the 
general statements in the above mentioned paper. It seems to 
me that, above all, it is very important to answer the question: 
Under what conditions, when and where does this tissue make its 
first appearance ? In Neswa, as we have seen, it is first detected 
at the point of contact of the apex of the stem with the surface 
of the water. There it increases quite rapidly, while the portion 
of the stem resting on the water often produces leaves and 
branches. The latter are frequently surrounded with floating 
tissue up to one or two inches above the surface of the water 
(Fig. i). We are not justified in assuming that at this early stage, 
when the whole stem is still exposed to the atmosphere, the 
necessity of obtaining more oxygen causes the plant to produce 
the aerenchyma, while it seems quite natural to suppose that it 
is advantageous to tbe plant to be enabled to keep the ends of its 
stems afloat, and let them continue their vegetative and repro- 
ductive work until they have rooted and established themselves 
as independent plants. 

The view that the aerenchyma of Nesea is chiefly a "float- 
ing " tissue, is perhaps supported, to some extent, by the obser- 
vation that the meristem producing it is first noticed at the sides 
and at the upper part of 'the horizontal floating stem, and that, 
consequently at a later stage, the aerenchyma is more copiously 
developed at those places than on the lower side, where the roots 
grow. The first longitudinal crevices invariably appear at some 
distance from the adventitious rootl ets, parallel with the line 
along which they grow, and higher up on both sides, enclosing a 
broad zone of primary bark along the upper side of the stem. 
It is easily seen that this position of the aerenchyma will give the 
stem the greatest possible buoyancy. 

When the horizontal stem has become subtnerged and has 



rooted in the mud, a new characteristic change occurs in its 
aerenchyma. At a certain time a layer of cells produced by the 
phellogen-like meristem will not, like the preceding ones, develop 
any columnar extensions, but the walls of the closely packed 
cells become suberized, and then the whole layer, together with 
several layers of rounded, also rather closely arranged cells under 
it, is raised by a new growth of columnar cells of about six tiers, 
and, finally, another layer, in the same position as the one first 
mentioned, becomes suberized. Herewith, in the month of 
October, the growth seems to cease. Further investigationi is 
necessary to learn whether or not, and how, the rootstock will 
continue to produce aerenchyma the next year. In old root- 
stocks examined the two layers of corky cells just described were 
the only ones that could be seen within the aerenchyma. But 
on older stems, from which the primary bark has partly been 
thrown off, the exposed surface of the aerenchyma is covered 
with a smooth, dark, blackish-brown pellicle which, when re- 
moved with the forceps or the razor, proves to be a layer of 
corky cells. When thin longitudinal or transverse sections are 
placed in chromic acid, the various lignified and cellulose tissues 
will gradually disappear and these corky layers alone are left. 
The thin membrane will turn over on its flat side, as is usual in 
such cases, and we can then see that the cork cells are quite 
closely packed, leaving no intercellular spaces at all. This com- 
plete separation of the bulk of the aerenchyma from the interior 
of the stem, and also from the surrounding water, would lhardly 
take place if the plant were dependent uponl the aerenchyma for 
its supply of oxygen. 

In the month of August I found, proceeding from a root- 
stock, some creeping, runner-like rooting branches, about 8 mm. 
in diameter. The primary bark was nearly 2 mm. thick and of a 
spongy structure caused by numerous wide air channels (ch. 
figs. 5, 6). It was separated from the narrow phloem zone, 
which was not strengthened by any bast-fibres, by an endoder- 
mis. Under this endodermis, but extending only over a small 
portion of the circumference, a meristeniatic zone of cells was 
detected resembling those in the floating stern (m. Figs. 5, 6). 
Whether, later in the season, it produced aerenchyma or not, I 
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was unable to ascertain. If so, this aerenchyma could not, of 
course, be considered as " floating " tissue. 

Its occurrence in this position, as well as on the submerged 
bases of the upright stems and on the upper part of the larger 
roots, seems to speak against the assumption that it serves as a 
floating tissue, for it seems singular and a great waste that it 
should be produced under circumstances which preclude its acting 
as a float. But if we consider that the tissue zones of newly 
formed lateral organs are continuous with those of the parent 
stem, we have good reason to assume that the phellogen-like 
meristem of the floating stem extends into the branches and roots. 
Nor is it improbable that, like other nueristems, it may retain its 
activity for a considerable time, anid give rise to additional aeren- 
chyma, although its original services are no longer required. 

However, I will not venture to assert that, even in ANeswa, 
the spongy tissue does not contribute at all to the aflration of the 
submerged parts, as, according to Schenck, really seems to be the 
case with many other plants; but I might say, in conclusion, that 
in reference to Nescea its principal and most valuable function 
seems to be the assistance it renders the plant to keep its stems 
afloat, thereby materially facilitating its vegetative propagation. 

November, 1889. 

EXPLANATION OF THE PLATES. 

FIG. I.-Nescea vzetlicillala in the beginning of August; bf, bottom of pond; sf, 
surface of water. 

FIG. 2.-Portion of cross-section 8 cm. from apex of floating stelml; c, cambium 
st, sieve-tissue; in, phellogen-like meristem; bf, bast-fibres ; cli, air- 
channels, X 280. 

FIG. 3.-Portion of cross-section of young floating stem. f, floating tissue; other 
letters as above, X I25. 

FIG. 4.-PlOrtiOn of longitudinal section of stem, somewhat nearer apex than Fig. 
3. Letters as above, X I25. 

FIG. 5.-Portion of longitudinal radial section of floating stem, showing the four 
youngest tiers of the floating tissue, X I25. 

FIGS. 6 and 7.-Transverse and radial lonigitudinal sections of rhizoma, cf. text, 
P. 3I8; ent. endodermis, X I25. 

FIG. 8.-Portion of floating tissue in old stem ; x 94. 
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